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Shahul: We were lucky when we bought the oil and gas field...the oil price was at the low
end. Today, oil prices have more than doubled.

Oil and gas company may have turned the corner after posting maiden profit

REACH Energy Bhd  has come a long way since it bought its maiden oil and gas (O&G)
asset for some RM600mil back in 2016 in Kazakhstan. Very soon after that acquisition,
global oil prices started plummeting.

Against that backdrop, and while simultaneously trying to increase its production, Reach
recorded losses and investors lost confidence in it. The worst could now be over, and the
house is back in order.

This was most evident when the company posted its maiden profit in the second quarter
ended June 30, after five consecutive quarters of losses.

“We were lucky when we bought the oil and gas field ... the oil price was at the low end.
Today, oil prices have more than doubled,” Reach managing director and chief executive
officer Shahul Hamid Mohd Ismail tells StarBizWeek.

He expects this earnings momentum to continue for the remainder of the year, on the back
of rising global crude oil prices and a more stable outlook for its current production levels.

A stronger US dollar is also a boon to the company, which sells its oil in the currency, he
adds.
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To further grow Reach to the next level, Shahul says that Reach will eventually look to raise
some US$50mil for capital-expenditure (capex) purposes. This is to ramp up its oil
production to move closer to above 5,000 barrels a day.

Unlock exclusive insights, analyses, and curated news on the economy on The Star
Online's Business section with Starbiz Premium.
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